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legedly labor political parties. And aa for the mas
ters’ trump card—iorc-e—we must capture it and 
make it ours. The force is exerted by members of 
our own class—and there, if anywhere, is the crying 
need for suitable propaganda. Moreover we must 
prepare our own ranks for every conceivable phase 
of the struggle. Many a bloody massacre of our 
class is to be explained by the neglect on the part 
of our class of wliat every military tactician makes 
his objective—to take the initiative and thereby 
have choice of manner, time and place.

Our Political Problems.
The master class politicians and their friends of 

the labor parties have been touring the country to 
tell us what our problems are. According to them 
we need the unity of all classes, the cleaning up of a 
corrupt administration, lighter taxes and a revision 
of the tariff. Which is the great need to you with

HERE the master -loss po!> ■ ran and his and interest and directing it towards the weighty 
assistant the “lubor-lcader” claim, in ’be problem of which ol his enemies to support.

Perhaps the most profitable investment of the eap- 
ist finds only a vast political ignorance gravitating italist is that of buying up members in the ranks of 
towards two extremities. On the one hand the slave the slaves. In hard times, w hen the slaves seem near 
who says: “Vote for the man with the beautiful to waking up there is no consolation for the robber 
promise ami all will be well!” and on the other the equal to a faithful ‘‘labor leader. The economic 
equally ignorant sj^ave who says: “Politics is of no 
use to me. I take no interest in it.”

The promise dupe is no novelty. Thousands of 
soldiers after salvaging an entire world, according 
to -the patriots, were enthralled by the magic of the the verbose organizer, and of that most dangerous

of all “simps”—the “sympathizer with labor.”
At times the capitalist’s ingenious miseducation, 

his multi-party system, his faithful “labor” men, 
would avail him little, were it not for the trump

wÉ40 e vast political intelligence, the Socialmass, a

if-

h
7 struggle of the workers might prove not only a loss 

of profits, but also a valuable experience to the 
workers, were it not for the potent panegoric of the 
“labor’ press, of the “labor” man in politics, of
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’I number 2,000—when applied to a bonus. It sug

gests an incident hr ancient history. In the middle 
of the fifth century, B.C., the Athenians were en
gaged in the Peliponnesian War, and, being hard 
pressed, had to resort to allowing their slaves to fight card he holds ih reserve—the fact that he has force

at his disposal. At such times he does not hesitate
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.90 for them, promising them their freedom if they won. 

The slaves did win the war for their masters and
to the tight drawn belts—the unity of classes, or some-

o poo of them were escorted to the temple to receive Our Political Methods. thing to eat? Does a corrupt administration trouble
the rites of freemen. There their masters fell upon Due to the fact that the enemy takes the initiative, you? Since yon must oppose it, is not its corruption 
them with the sword and slew them all.* It would the very constructiveness of our political method^ a help to you’ Better turn your attention to the 

that politicians’ promises and the gullibility of takes*on the form of retaliation. To offset the mis- corruption of the canned garbage yon eat, to the 
them have neither one education of onr masters we must awaken our own filth yon live in, to the corruption in your labor or-

to use force freely._ .to
.94
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the slaves in “falling for 
altered in the course of twenty-four centuries. The

to the promise dnpe is the failure of his
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ganization. Which is of the more importance -to 
*■ you—the heavy taxes you don’t pay, or the heavy 

work you do—when the masters let yon I Which 
do you need the most—a tariff to protect your mas
ter’s goods, or an organization to protect your own 
interests? This tariff issue is such a pet bauble ü 
is almost worth a second thought. If, by any man
ipulation of the tariff, conditions should become 
“good,” either here or elsewhere, and the right to 
be robbed easily secured, would not the freights to 
that place he full of slaves until the market was 
glutted ? That being so how can tariff one way or 
’tothet, be of any interest to the slave class?

According to onr own experience we are faced 
with quite a different set of problems. Part of the 
time we have too much work, the rest of the time no 
work, and all the time insufficient of the comforts 
and necessities of life. We face these problems un
der the menace of war. of insecurity in our liveli
hood, of the hostility of our masters, of the scabbing 
and traitorhood in our own ranks. Every one of

one answer
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DOMINION ELECTION 1821. 
SOCIALIST PARTY OF CANADA 

CANDIDATES.

BRITISH COLUMBIA. 
Nanaimo : W. A. Pritchard. 
Vancouver (3 seats)

Burrard: J. D. Harrington. 
Centre: T. O’Connor.

South: J. Kavanagh. 
MANITOBA.

Winnipeg North: R. B. Russell. 
Campaign funds are urgently required, 
contributions for B. C. or Manitoba to: 

E. McLeod, 401 Pender St E., 
Vancouver, B. C.

H. M. Bartholomew, Box 1762 
Winnipeg, Man.

promise to realize.
Have Slave* a Political Interest ?

To answer the slave who says he has no politics^ 
interest we look to t^e definition : “Politics is the 
business of government.” Now, there can be no gov
ernment unless there are those who govern and 
those who are governed. Further, the troubles and 
risks of governing being considerable, none under
take them unless they can gain thereby—and the rul- 
iwr class is the robbing class? Even in Hiissia the 
function of the State is to “expropriate the expro
priators.” Political interest proceeds from econ- 

Thns politics appears under two
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' Bendomic interest, 
phases: On the one hand Master- Class Politics, or 
the centralized business of robbing and ruling ; and 
on the other Working-class Politics, or the organ
ized resistance on the pari of the workers to the rule 
of the robber* How, then, can anyone deny that the 
worker has no interest dn politics ?

8
-

Pender 
heqnes. 
i prices these problems is to be traced to one cause, and one 

only—that one section of society owns the 
Most constant of the methods employed in polities eiaS8 t0 their position and interest. There may be means of production upon which the rest of us are

by onr masters is that of general miseducation much tQ recomnlemi jn a worker marking his ballot dependent for onr livelihood. It is only because of 
through press, school and pulpit—through the press 
misinforming ns on current events and impressing

the “democratic” nature of our society ;
historic facts spreading Socialist literature, by preaching the gos-

Onr Masters’ Political Methods.1 cause

>

that that we have not increased our leisure and onrfor a Socialist candidate ; but he will have done 
far more for the working class political struggle by

standard of living, with every increase in the effic
iency of production- Xt is because we are property- 
less that we are slaves to those who have property.

subs. I sis on ns
through the school, misinforming us on
and impressing on us the idealistic nature of the de- pel of discontent” to his mates on the job, by at- workin» 0f the system does not permit us to ac-
velopment of society, urging that progress results tending workers’ study classes to further larify his qnirp property, so our emancipation lies in destroy-"
only from the perfection of our own “moral and in^ ^owiedge of thé history of his class to fu ther real- inCr the privilege of those who have property—i.e.,
nor nature”;"through the pulpit, teaching us the j7e its historic mission.
moral code of “Obey and be robbed.” The shirkers
realize that their power rests on the ignorance of
the workers ; and if any capitalist institution is 100
per cent, perfect, efficient, it is their institution for

general miseducation.
There is some conflict of economic interest in dif

ferent sections of the ruling elat*, resulting in op
posing master class political parties—Tweedledee 
and Tweedledum. In periods of stress these join 
hands, so slight are the differences between then..
However, they are usually a capable means for at
tracting the slave’s attention from his oWn position

•Ward’s ‘Ancient Lowly" (Kerr), p. 107.
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in abolishing their property- in the means of pro- 
It would seem that where the enemy lacks com- duetion. The privileged will resist us. Their power to 

plete harmony of interests, we would have an advap- resist lies in the State—the monster that rules us— 
tage over them in enjoying a complete harmony, whose feet are to he seen in the police and militia

are and whose head, high above the clouds of the Can- 
we are adian Manufacturers’ Association, bids us go forth 

and be cannon fodder. Freedom for our class can

T-:ign :

IBut such is not the fact. Where the capitalists

3invariably united on any important issue 
invariably and lamentably disunited. Since Social
ism is but the political integration of an economic be won only by conquering the State.

This is polities for our class—to acquaint our class
,

«
A»:- class struggle, the work of the class-conscious work

er must be to solidify the ranks of his class for the with its slave position and its interests, to make it 
struggle. We cannot retaliate on the loss for buy- realize its historic mission, to solidify its forces for 
ing out members of our ranks by buying out mem- struggle, cleansing it of reaction, conquer the eapit- 
bers of theirs ; hut we can and must, expose alist state, and establish ourselves over the robbers, 
the traitors in our labor organizations and al- T.
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Editors Note : The following article is a report of a 

speech delivered by Comrade J. Harrington in Victoria, 
B. C. Victoria forms, partly, the south end of Nanaimo 
riding in the Federal elections. Comrade W A. Pritch
ard is our candidate in this constituency.

;S'means of life are now reacting on themselves, re
ducing their members to the ranks of the proletar
iat and centering governmental authority in the 
•eaoinet—the central citadel of the financial oli
garchy. Thus parliament was, and is, the expres
sion of commercial rights and business interests, and 
never was and never shall be the protector and ex
ponent of the exploited wealth producers—the great 
toiling, sweating and industrious commonality.

It is obvious that to follow parliamentary tac
tics and parties, is of no moment to the working 
class. Neither Liberal, Conservative, Progressive, 
nor Independent—the latter two being but modifica
tions of the former—can ever solve our problem. 
Our issue—the issue of the working class—is not 
the Tariff. Nor it is free trade, nor the development 
of resources, nor more work, nor unemployment, nor 
any of the other catch cries of elections. Thg one 
issue before us is economic freedom, i.e., freedom of 
access to the means whereby we live. And that free
dom must be achieved by the working class, must be 
brought about by their understanding of the rela
tionships obtaining in human society. No govern
ment can, or will, bring it to pass. Because their in
terest is onr exploitation. That is the fundamental 
antagonism.

Modem society. is organized on capitalist pro
perty rights- That is, the right to hold as private 
property, for private *hdvautage. the social 

of life; the processes of production necessary to the 
whole society. The ownership of the productive 
plant, therefore, gives the owners power to dictate 
the terms of labor— and it gives them the titular 
right to all the products of that production. Indus
try is operated only, therefore, when it is to th# ad
vantage of the possessing class. And it is to its 
advantage only when a profit can be derived from 
the process. That profit is only obtainable when the 
goods are sold in the world market. If they cannot 
be sold, industry closes down, and the working class 
stagnates and rots in idleness. That is the cause of 
imemploymnet.

Why is there a surplus of goods to sell? Be
cause, by the introduction of machinery and the 
elimination of unneeesarv labor, the working class 
is able to produce a far greater mass value of eom-

ucapture the state. The state is like the bridge of a 
modern liner. It is the executive from which issues 
all authority and action, and whoever commands 
there commands everything.

But to make the State the servant of our will is 
to awaken the slave to the perception of his master. 
All revolutions take place in the brain—first. Not 
that the mind devises the revolution, but that the 
determining conditions present the issue clearly and 
un;nistakahly. In previous revolutions thé deter
mining components of change were comparatively 
simple -- though fundamentally identical— but the 
material of directive possibility was far less than 
now. Those new developed agencies are the weap
ons of the workers to ease the birth pangs of the 
new social commonwealth. Onr eyes 
the future nor the past. Our attention and efforts 
are wholly on the present, 
pass through the uncharted present ; our goal is 
economic freedom.
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,! »OT a few people are given over to the ob
session that Parliament as it stands today 

is a popular institution. They entertain the 
idea that it is elected by popular “will,” that its 
purpose is to safeguard their interests and desir
es, and that by the election of “good” men, i.e., 
men who have high ideals of public service and hu
man welfare—the various conflicting elements and 
evils in society can be reconciled and abrogated.

This concept of parliament is continually emphas
ized by the idealist philosophy and education of the 
time, and the various candidates of the old parties, 
imbued with the same notions, play cn this theme 
of “good government,” point out each other’s dis
qualifications. and forever harp upon what is done 
that should not be done, or. conversely, on what 
ought not to be but is.That Ls all there is to pol
itical campaigning. That, and a silver tongue to give 
it utterance.
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But while that is all there is to campaigning, there 
is something more to government. Parliament never 
was an expression of the interests of the common 
people, that is, of the producing class. In early 
medieval times every village had its “moot,” Le., 
its common assembly, delegated from and by the vil
lage community for thje regulation of its var
ious duties, e.g., for the alloting of land to cultivate ;

N the task of educating the workers to 
derstanding of their true position in society, 
the writers and speakers of the Socialist 

ment are open to many and various forms of criticism. 
The cry is often heard that the movement would be 
more popular,-and the workers would be far 
receptive to the truths of Scientific Socialism if the 
style and language employed in the presentation of 
the revolutionary position was of a less academic 
character.

1 his eritieism usuallv comes from those superficial 
minds to whom a noisy enthusiasm and a big party 
membership is of paramount importance. While 
it cannot be denied that some propagandists are in
clined to a somewhat profuse application of ponder
ous phrases, their desire to be definite and correct 
is worthy of every consideration. The reason for 
the ignorance of the working class to their real in
terests is to be found in their lack of a social per
spective. loose, unscientific habits of reasoning, and 
a voeabularly limited to a few common words. They 
have been trained only to be slaves in thought and 
deed.
unbiased and independent, so important and requis
ite to the Socialist movement, is difficult to acquire. 
Inability for the mental effort towards grasping the 
significance of the phraseology of Scientific Social
ism is largely the reason for the Socialist movement 
being unpopular and misunderstood.

To gain popularity and enthusiasm among the 
masses, is not a difficult thing to accomplish, as his
tory abundantly" proves. The indulgence in senti
mental writing and oratory, the teaching of popu
lar slogans easy to icpeat without fear of mental 
strain is. without doubt, a successful method of 
appealing to the workers in the interests of oppor
tunism and the building up of a big movement. Lit
erature, supposed to be revolutionary, cartooning 
that arch fiend Capital, small of form, brutally vis- 
aged. with the sign of the dollar on his top hat. 
dancing with devilish glee upon the prostrate form 
of Labor, the Collossus, garbed in overalls and 
square paper cap,—this as a form of propaganda is 
most alluring, hut of little effect in clearing away 
the illusions common to the working-class mind. The 
seeking of popularity is foolish and dangerous, as 
many fallen idols know to their

The work of explaining the facts of social life in 
correct language will never be popular, except with 
the earnest student. As scientific knowledge is 
valued in industrial and commercial life, so must it 
be valued by man in his social affaira Its applica
tion by a dependent working class will bring inde
pendence and harmony out of the present social 
fusion. May that day come
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the times of ploughing, sowing and reaping, etc., 
all the—to us—complex, irksome customs coincid
ent to medieval life.

|r-

In all matters pertaining to 
daily life the village moot was. in reality, the ex
pression of common interest.

:an<
in Car 
streetsi. L.Gradually, the village fell under the sway of the 

feudal system, the relation of lordship and serfdom 
and tlyî consequent regulation of village conduct to 
the primary interest of the feudal overlord. Con
current with this evolution was the evolution of the 
merchant class. Discoveries of new minerals, coun
tries and peoples, evolved markets, and markets 
meant trade. Towns came into existence, towns 
whose modes and necessities of life clashed with 
feudal economy.

Nevertheless, the social forces of development fos
tered and favored the growth of the merchant class 
as against the feudal lord. Towns continued to grow, 
manufactures increased, and with them the power 
of the traders. The conflict of those traders with, 
their feudal overlords, combined with a variety of 
other matters, broke the peace of the realm and 
brought the interference of monarchy. The king in
vited the leading traders to his residence, ostensibly 
to discuss their grievances, but in reality as hostag
es for the good conduct of their respective towns. 
But they had an oportunity to air their grievances ; 
their conditions were probed ; they secured charters 
and concessions and obtained relief from the grow
ing exactions of needy overlords.

Such were the conditions of the real beginning of 
parliamènt. Continually, the merchant and man
ufacturer gathered power, continually they extend
ed their dominion and increased their privileges and 
prerogatives. They ousted the landlord from dom
inance. They established centralized authority ; they 
symbolized that authority in absolute monarchy and 
finally made and unmade things as their commercial 
interests demanded. From 1688 until today the story 
of parliamentary development is but a record of 
commercial development, a record of a national as
sembly of traders legislating in accordance with 

ever widening interests, styling themselves the 
v<*ee of the people and dominating all social activity.

The growth of business and the concentration of 
capital has now developed its inevitable antagonisms 
between the members of the capitalist class them
selves. The same economic laws by apd through 
which they expropriate the common peorik from the

I|

modifies than the value of their labor-power, which 
produced them. The working class receives for its 
labor-power, the market price of the reproduction of 
that labor-power, i.e., the amount required to main
tain the social standard of life of the working class. 
Three results follow : (1) As the value of produc
tion exceeds the value of the labor-power that pro
duces it, the working class cannot purchase the com
modities they have created. Consequently the mar
ket is glutted and production stops. With what 
consequences we know; (2) As wages are determin
ed competitively in the world market, the life 
dition of the workers steadily becomes worse ; (3) 
with increased production there is increased unem
ployment. The sole cause of all three is the wages 
system.

As the cessation of wages is caused by the cessa
tion of industry, and that industry, in time, by the 
failure of the capitalist market, the only remedy is 
the abolition of the capitalist system of society. No 
reform whatsoever can accomplish any alleviation— 
permanently. Capital is the relationship existing 
between the owners of industry who do not produce, 
and thr workers in industry, who own nothing but 
produce everything. Wages, is, therefore, the com
plement of capital. Without the one, the other 
not exist. Wages is bounded by profits, and profits 
by markets, and the key to the whole position is 
capitalist ownership And the substitution of the 
collective social ownership and the operation of in
dustry for the full use of society is the one and only 
means to social
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To abolish capital implies political effort. For, 

since business maintains and dominate» 
men ta, governments most protest •business, 
power of capital in property right is therefore to
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By J. A. McDonald soap-boxer. This is apparently the one advantage trial leanings, and is largely composed of ex-“wob- 

T is scarcely necessary to state that any partie- accruing from Labor administrations. blies,” anarchists, and the more ambitious of the
nlar country is on the “bum” these days. They As usual, the movement is badly split up. The trades union element. The propaganda is of the
all seem to have reached the same degree of S: L. P„ almost as featureless and functionless as it Utopian-anarchist-inflammatory type,

normalcy in this respect. Australia is no different is elsewhere, holds Sunday , night meetings 
than the others. Industrial conditions are terrible, small scale, and also participates in the Domain gab-
and there are no prospects of anything better in the fest on Rundav afternoons. They have
immediate future. All States in the Commonwealth organ which is published twice a month.

Vf
;S'e of a 

issues 
rnands

There are
Marxian students among them, although lengthy 

passages from Marx and Engels are quoted to sub
official stantiate absurdities. I heir chief work, at present, 

is in the capacity of advisers to the unemployed, 
report the same state of affairs, regardless of their There are two Communist parties. Both have en- Meetings are held outside the parliament buildings 
varying shades of political complexion. Some have dorse 1 the twenty-one commandments, but neither to awaken the government to a sense of duty with 
Labor governments; some have National; and some has been officially recognized by the Council at Mos- the hope of receiving the basic wage whether they 
Liberal. They are all disgustingly similar in their cow, who insist on “unity ’ at all costs. From my work or not. Raids pn restaurants, the abolition of 
administrative functions. own observations I should judge that there are no late shopping, and self-determination for Ireland

lleie, in New South Wales, we enjoy, or rather grounds for unity. The two factions are totally dif- other outstanding features of their “revolutionary” 
endure, a Labor Government. The opposition is ferent, and a passive submission to the Mater Mos- programme. They have branches in all the large 
composed of two factions—Nationalists and Progrès- cowa. on the question of unity, would have no effect cities, and publish a weekly 
sives. I have attended several of the parliamentary in bridging the chasm that exists between them, 
sittings and listened to lengthy contributions from 
the representatives of all shades. One of the most 
radical of the Labor members was endeavoring to 
prove the necessity for governmental interference in 
order to curb the prehensile proclivities of the pro
fiteers. One of the Nationalists answered to the
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paper—■ ‘ The Commun- 

whieh has a circulation of about 2,000 copiesist,
One of these parties is fashioned along S. P. of C. per issue, 

lines. The general standard of Socialist knowledge 
is not so high as in the Canadian movement, but the 
methods adopted arc much the same.

r Apart, from these there are other small groups of 
political or industrial nature. The Socialist Party 
of Victoria is the important group in Melbourne. A 
glance at their paper, “The Socialist,” suffices tq 
show what a mixture they 
made to establish the O. B. U. some time ago, but 
was evidently abortive as nothing resembling an 
O. B. U. exists today. At one time the W. I. I. U. 
was aciive, but so was Vesuvius. The last act of 
the I. W. W.

a

Excellent
work, in this Party, was accomplished by Moses Bar
it z during his sojourn in Australia, and the lessons

effect that we live in a competitive system, where he drove home on Socialist policy have been ac- 
no monopoly is possible, and competition will keep cepted. and made good use of, by the Party 
the prices down to their proper level. At the pre- hers.

An attempt wasare.
mem-

The official organ of this Party is the “Inter- 
sent session the chief item of social legislation is the national Communist.” which is the nearest approach 
“Motherhood Endowment Act.” The benefits to be to a Socialist paper that can be found in Australia.m un- 

ociety, 
move- 
ticism. 
old be 
■ more 
if the 
ion of 
idemic

The members are very active. Every Sunday after
noon on the Domain they have four or five speakers. renc>’ by the circulation of counterfeit five pound

The paper notes are still with us, but the

derived from this Act, as one of its ardent support
ers stated, is that “it will enrure that all children 
eome into the world properly clothed.” Those who On Sunday evening, between seven and eight o’clock, 
consider that there is any advantage to be gained there are two street meetings conducted, and at 
from the election of Labor members, no matter how night a meeting in the hall, where six or seven hun-

was an attempt to abolish paper curl-

notes.
I. W. W. has left.1

All in all, the revolutionary atmosphere is fairly ' 
radical they may be, can have their delusions dis- dred workers attend. On Friday nights they have good in Australia and, with greater attention paid to 
persed by examining results in Australia. five street meetings, either in the city, or in some real Socialist education, there need be no fear of the

In the revolutionary movement mnch work is be- of the many ^suburbs. About a dozen members can future. The average wage-slave is easv to talk to 
ing done. The opportunities for carrying on pro- he seen on the street corners, and the Domain all and those who have once got started on the right

day Sunday, selling papers, and nearly 3,000 copies road show a keen desire for further study. Our 
in Canada and the U. S. The Domains, the city are disposed of in this way during each week end. classes during the past three months were well at- 
streets, and the suburbs offer a splendid field for the The other “Communist Party” has strong indus- tended, and a good interest was displayed
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History of the Art of WritingMs

I!

I : must have originated.IN THREE PARTS—PART HI. 
By Katherine Smith

tion. However this may be, we know that Phoenicia 
was dominant in the Mediterranean and probably 

a theory of the origin took for business purposes the alphabet material 
of the alphabet. M. de Rouge refers the origination that, was found and to it added a more practical 
of the Semitic alphabet to the period of five or six form.

A French Egyptologist, Emanuel de Rouge, in 
1*1-9 was first to formulate

THE immediate parentage of our English al
phabet is not hard to determine, as our
Roman capitals are practically identical with centuries during which a race of Semitic kings ruled 

letters employed in the third century. B.C.
It has been found that the primitive alphabet of 

Rome was derived from the Greek alphabet prevail- For comparison with these he selected such of the 
ing in Boctin and Euboea about the sixth century Egyptian hieratic characters as were used at the 
B.C. This Euboean alphabet is thought to have been time the Semitic people occupied Delta, and 
introduced into Italy by means of colonies from 
Chalsis which were established in Sicily and also

Ï

À
Latin Alphabet—This is by far the most import- 
alphabet derived from the Vhalcidian type of the 

Hellenic ; as explained before, the date of the intro
duction of the Greek alphabet into Italy lias been es
tablished as being about the eighth century B. C. 
The ultimate dominance of the Latins brought the 
abolition of every other alphabet than their 
which, becoming the alphabet of the Roman Empire 
ami then oi f hristiandom secured an everlasting 
supremacy. Through it the Greek and Roman cul
ture was conveyed to Western Europe and it is now 
the vehi- le of culture of the propressive races of the 
world.

in Delta. His method of investigation began by de
termining the oldest forms of the- Semitic letters.

ant

lg the 
as his
sent F

Si-

* as a
result he found that the primitive form of almost 
every Semitic character can easily be traced from 

cetatral Italy. The Chaleidian alphabet was a var- the form of its normal hieratic prototype, 
iety of the archaic alphabet of Greece, judging from secret of his success in solving this problem lay in 
the numerous inscriptions, the earliest of which may the fact that he sought for the immediate prototype 
probably belong to the eighth or ninth century B.C. of the Semitic letters not in the Egyptian hiero- 

The classical writers agree in attributing the in- glyphies, as so many before had done, but among 
vention of letters to the Phoenicians, from whose the cursive characters which the Egyptians had de- 
trading posts in the Aegean they were obtained by veloped out of their htiroglyphics and which had 
the Greeks An examination of the alphabet gives been employed for literary and business purposes, 
evidence through the names, numbers, order and He says that the origin of the alphabet has been Sfluare shaped and used for inscriptions and qther 
form that they are Semitic in origin. The very word placed between the 23rd and the 17th centuries, wr*tings demanding prominence? as we use capitals 
alphabet is derived from alpha and beth, which probably the 19th century B. C. now, borrowing the old Roman forms. The cursive
stand at the head of the Greek alphabet, and are Recent investigations in Crete reported by Sir or runmn" characters are the originals of our type

and were used for correspondence and.other 
poses where other writing was the object.

V
tv own,

1popu-
mental It The

4i-
I 1

jiod of Ioppor- 
iL Lit- 
ooning 
ly vis- 
p hat. 
s form 
s and 
nda is 

away 
d. The 
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.
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<y f t» The Romans used two sets of characters, capitals 
and cursive, in the early Empire. The capitals 1were

r *■v

plainly identical with alpha and beth borne by eor- Arthur Evans seem to establish the fact that Greece 
respondng Semitic characters. In Greek these if far older than has been thought and that a flouri- 
names mean nothing but they are significant Sem- shing civilization existed in the Aegean at least 3000 
itic words, aleph denoting an “ox” and beth a 
“house.”

pur-
v

To the student of historical materialism it is_
B. C. with centers in Crete and probably later in simple to see the relation existing between the de- 
Mycenae : also that there was close intercourse be- velopnient of the tools of production and the ev- 

Down to very recent times the classical tradition tween this civilization and that of Egypt about 2500 olution of writings. It was those nations which 
was very generally discarded, and-the origin of the B. C. The Aegean script accordingly seems to have had developed sufficiently far as trading nations 
alphabet was thought to be by the highest author- • been in use long before Phoenicia existed and as under slave production which were forced to ac- 
ities an unsolved problem. Now scholars agree not Pkoeincian history only goes back to about 1600 quire a phonetic alphabet. They either- did so bv 
only as to the source of the Semitic alphabet but al- B. C. Phoenicia’s chance for commercial importance developing more primitive methods or 
so to the special place, mode and period in which it seems to have come with the fall of Mycean civiliza- that of a more forward
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BC\
Ptolltlca,” 1b neither honest nor Informed, neither under- ^ 

the position ot those he seeks to represent nor —
SECRETARIAL NOTES xB -

stands
knows how their evil situation may be remedied. Bob 

Edwards, in the “Calgary Eye-Opener," of November ISth,Western Clarion Comrade «». A. McDonald writes from Wellington, 
New Zealand, tb say that he has arrived in that 
region and has addressed a number of meetings eo 
far. The governmental regulations obtaining there 
are very tight and John A. doesn’.t know how long 
the privilege of ‘‘free” speech will last. His letter 
says he is hooked to speak on ‘1 Banned Literature, ' ’ 
which is a live issue in those parts. His lecture 
should be instructive for, judging by the list pub
lished by the 12Maori!and Worker” of banned lit
erature he is thoroughly familiar with his subject. 
The list published includes the “Western Clarion.”

E ■mm-'
rv* that Mr. Irvine is "purely disinterested—a poor resays

commendation. He seks the support of the workers—theE A /< Taai Oomat Brent*. fwPahheked twice a moath by the Socialist Party of 
Oaaada 4*1 Feeder Street Kast, Vaaeeever, B. a 

Phase Highland MM

the disinherited and expropriated;far die ra and laborers, 
the class to which belongs the Socialist-opponent he slan- 

But keep it In mind on election day.
i». in otht 

adopt< 
Most J 
and w 
that t 
carry 
It is : 

the w 
line tl 
cl es. 
divisii 
the m 
All th 
the m 
its an 
war.

For 
givini 
that 
facta 
the ft 
ing t 
bavin 
loans 
meml 
defici 
be sn 
from 
other 
of Ei

dered. Let it pass 
And remember, that the only hope for all the workers lies

I Wed at O. P. O. !» a newspaper. . - :
kE Ewan MacLeodEditor e

».in their, taking such action as will lead to Socialism. 

Champions of Justice have abounded in all times, but the 

class difficulties is still to seek. On

fufwcriptlon:
$1.00
SL00

Panada, SO iseu* —
remedy for workjng 
election day Frank Williams will not be in the field In this 

riding, the workers of East Calgary will not be able, then,

Ferai**, 1* issues
If this samber is amjonr address label year 

857„b..riptio. expire. with .«* iww Bwe. 
* prempUy. Socialist. They can, however, still vote■ to vote tor a 

against their enemies by casting their ballot for; «

! x\.VANCOUVER, B.C., DECEMBER 1, 1921. SOCIALISM. Part two of Comrade R. Kirk’s article “War in 
(he Pacifie” will appear in an early issue. The 
job hunting ocupation has taken Bob out into the 
wilderness for the time being. Similarly with 
Comrade Stephenson. A review pf Veblen’s “The

■
To Mr. Irwin,the elections Such matters are important to us. 

votes, by any and all means obtained, are sufficient 
to satisfy his Christian conscience.

.1

0 #i
OM3NATION day, November 22nd, resulted
^t^contesüng consUtuencfes in the Federal politician” secures the votes-or hopes to—of a „ .

g ,n MMitoba In creduloua working das. One thing he knows for Engineers and the Pr.ee System is on the order
: he will never secure anything but well earn-

b Thus the “ableNA
1 election, four in B^C., and 

Winnipeg, Man., while
listed for Centre and Comrade R. B. Russell 

for North, sufficient funds were raised to meet ex
penses in but one constituency and thus Comrade 
Bartholemew’s name was withdrawn.

one
we had Comrade Barthol-k; sheet and we’ll get it when Chris, has made thesure

ed contempt from a Socialist. final guess on the nature of the contentsX! omewi
Cf :0 :
: In Winnipeg (North) Comrade R. B. Russell’s can

didature is opposed by a candidate of “The Work
er’s Alliance, ’ ’ an organization made up of various 

of social democrats, young labor leaguers,

HERE AND NOW

In Calgary, while election manifestos were print
ed and the name of Comrade Frank Willians was 
listed as candidate for the constituency known as 
East Calgary, nomination day passed without his 
official entry, this too on account of lack of funds. 
Peculiarly enough, in this constituency, the “labor” 
candidate, self-styled enemy of corruption—cham- 

- pion of justice, and so forth, charged Frank Wil
liams, representing Local Calgary of the S. P. of C., 
with the backing of the Liberal party. The “labor” 
candidate referred to is Mr. Irwin (Reverend), whose 
book received attention at some length in these col- 

Details are given in the following

=" ' V
We have not been overwhelmed with anxiety dur

ing the time between this issue and last in count-
groups
Jewish Nationalists, Communists and others. The 
organization came to life in this form some three or ins? the Clarion subs, that have staggered along weak

ly day by day. Still we need more of the much de-The various groups, national as-four weeks ago.
sociations mostly, probably number 2,000 when 
bined. They have issued a manifesto, in which the 
numerical “weakness ’ of the S. P. of (.. seems to 
worry them more than the strength of the master 
class. We are expected, no doubt, to disagree with 
and to condemn their policy of nominating a eandi-

On the contrary, we prefer their alluring subject—always applies to other people;

/spised inflated currency which is the subject of so 
much discussion and examination these days. The 
subject of credit fiinanee is one that our economists 
can explain to a nicety ; our specialty seems to be 
in experiencing the lack of it. Financial credit—an

eoin-

Do
i does

tion
I date against us.

opposition to their support if they are not in its practical workings always carefully pass by the
Clarion basement. ^Therefore we keep on kicking,

monc
worklimns last issue, 

note, sent by Local Calgary, S. P. of C. :
At a meeting In the Colling wood School somewhere near 

Wlmborne, Alberta, on October 28th, Mr. Irvine, speaking 
in his own behalf as the Farmer-Labor candidate for East 
Calgarv, made the statement that the Socialist candidate 
opposed to him,—Frank Williams,—was being backed by 
the Liberal party. The implication was that the backing 

Challenged by some of his audience to sub

open
agreement with our policy and principles. you •♦r

“BnE- entouraging, wheedling,- —and by the empty echo
sameIn Vancouver (South) Comrade Kavanagh, candi- from the coffers we’ll have to keep on at it. Here 

date of Local No. 1 is opposed by a nominee of the introduce the totals added since last issue.
F. L. P., under the banner, of course, of 
Questions have been asked ps—why do we oppose 
the labor candidate? In this instance, so far as

the field is con-

z Thatc ■
kindk ollowing $1 each : H. F. Anderson, P. W. Kob- 

itzseh. A W. Cantrell, A. H. Russell, N. Sorlie, N. J. 
Naylor, M. Goudie, F. Noha, Geo. Rupert, F. Rey
nolds, S. H. Colwell, J. Jenkins, H. Williams, S. 
Earp, J.~ S. Merson, Isaac Benson, W. Johnson, R. 
Thomas. Dr. Curry, C. F. Gall, J. G. Lowe, W. Bow- 
kcr, T. Carr, W. W. Lefeaux, J. Gray, R. C. Mc
Kay, G. A. Brown, A. M. Davies, J. T. Redfern, C. 
X. Stewart, W. S. Mathews, Wm. H. Hunt, P. M. 
Friesen, Roy Adtly, J C. Blair, W. Gazeley, C. Stew
art, J. H. Reid, J. Elliott, J. Nyholt, R. Green, W. 
Mulholland.

* ‘ labor.
activ

rr
i

was financial.
sUntiste the statement, Mr. Irvine, of coarse, failed to do 

maliciously spreading a rumour implicating

mom
Hiplacing an S P. of C. nominee in 

eerned, in the matter of precedence the ‘ ‘ labor can
didate was the second arrival. Not that we wo 
not have opposed him had he arrived first—we op
pose all with whom we are in disagreement—but we 
await with interest the standard of judgment of the 
workers of Vancouver South on December 6th. 
Now’s their opportunity to see our différenciés.

so. He was
his Socialist opponent In a despicable piece of political 
Owning. The statement was a plain ordinary lie, and to 

politicians lies are useful.
to our backing, what are the facta? Comrade

tenet
toge
drav

i
l

fee* mon 
at al

Now, as
Williams of Local Calgary, was named by the members of 
that local," early In October, as the Socialist candidate in 
the forthcoming election, the riding to be contested being 

No announcement of any kind

& owe*

; Ban
left lor later decision.

made, however, until November 6th, on which date thin
thes

■y was
handbills were distributed, requesting the aid,—and par
ticularly the financial aid, ot the class conscious workers 
of Calgary, and publisning at the same time, and for the 

Intention of the local to contest Best Cal-

W. Erwin. $7 ; H. II. Hanson, $9 ; H. Rahim, 50c ; 
Ed. Fiala, $4 ; T. B. Roberts, $5 ; Wm. Boraey, $1.25 ; 
Frank Cassidy, £3; G. R. Ronald, 50 c ; M. Sanford, 
$2 ; O. Erickson. $4 ; W. N. Welsh, $5 ; J. J. Mac
Donald, $2 ; C. Lake, $2.

Above,, Clarion subscriptions received from 11th 
to 30th November, inclusive—total, $87.25.

In Burrard, Vancouver Centre and Nanaimo the 
candidates are simply Socialist, Coalition and Lib
eral, excepting that in Centre an ‘ ‘ independent is 

Efforts to organize joint meetings of all 
candidates in these constituencies have failed, ex-

3 all c
at tl

first time, the
gary—if hinds permitted. In the meantime, subscription 
lists for the purpose of collecting these funds had been cir- listed.

The nickles

F give
cash
divi
ano1

cuts ted, but had met with no great response, 
and dimes In working-class pockets are not numerous eeptjng that in Centre. Comrade O ’Connor managed 
these days; and after trying for six or seven weeks to 
raise enough to see us over nomination day, we have to 
publish our Inability to make the grade. We have not 
the means to pay the deposit required. Working-class

been equal to the task of financing a courage, than the Mayor of Vancouver, who talked

for half an hour or more to an audience of 1,000 peo

ple without a murmur of applause at the joint meet

ing with our nominee.

to inveigle Mayor Gale ( Liberal) to one joint meet
ing. In Burrard and Nanaimo the candidates of.the 
master class sections have more wisdom, if less

rum
:0 :

CLARION MAINTENANCE FUND
N. J. Taylor, $4, R. Thomas, 85 c ; F. Clarke, $1 ; 

II. C. Mitchell, $5; R. Green, $1; C. Lake, $7 ; 
Katherine Smith, $5.

Above, C. M. F. donations received from 11th to 
30th Novemb er, inclusive—total, $23.85.

itief 
it h

-

i ! pockets ha.Vti 
working-class 

The aid ot'l I) %gJC. idate. the
*} ■e Liberal Party which we were credited by 

ith having accepted (ten days before our lo an
Mr. Irvine
tentions were announced) has never at any time been of
fered, nor has any other sort of aid, except of the working 
class; neither, had it been offered, would it have been 
accepted. The "Enemy of Corruption” cannot understand

He has since said that for the Socialist Party to many meetings and our propaganda has reached the 
accept the kind of support mentioned would be good busi
ness, and that he would have no bones to pick with the 
party if it did businesk in that way. To him it may ap- ably would not have arrested had this not been elec- 
pear to be all right. To ns H is merely a compromise. It 
is no part «f the Socialist Party’s function to further the 
designs of its opponents. The "champion of justice" may 
see it simply •» good business ; tout to us ft is treason. And 

remember that he attempted to capitalize even the

pay
dra
due
thei

Altogether, up to this date of writing, we have hadv 1
•' that. theMANIFESTOattention of many people whose interest we prob- thei 

leat 
is i 
nali 
van

» o— of th* —
SOCIALIST PARTY OF CANADA

(Fifth Edition)

tion time.Our speakers are few and their energies 
have been taxed to the utmost. They have laid down 
the terms of the issue as we see it in this campaign 
—not tariff adjustments nor the fulfilment of elec
tion promises—but the ending of systematic exploit
ation of one class by another.Now, as always, that 
has been the keynote of oiir activities.The settle
ment lies with the working class.

/X;,

-W
Per copy___ 10 eastsit cer

ualnPer *6 copiesi mon r.
He----- the support of the workers, on the farm and in

.. We are out of the fight—on election day. 
In At the Mme time we submit that the 
■ candidate, the author of “The Farmer in

Ian'1 , Pott Paidthe3*M’ 1 £atïi up<
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Bank CreditsX

l itlingion, 
in that 
lings so 
ig there 
iow long 
[is letter 
rature,” 
i lecture 
list pub- 
med tit- 
subject, 

liar ion.”

(*■
.ii;i|M)Ssible it v. onld be if all came together for their mamls for additional currency are met. If a rise in

prices necessitates an addition to the currency, the
fBTHE present insolvency of nations, as express

ed in their failure to purchase in some in- 
stances and the failure to develop industrie^

'H ’’S'
money..

?A bank is an institution w{iose normal state is that Ik'nk will be called upon to find real money for this 
in others, can be fully understood only if the methods of insolvency. Rank profits are made by lending purpose. Where is it to get this gold from? And 
adopted in financing the war are clear in our minds.
Most people realize that the war was not paid for— 
and will not be yet awhile—but this does not mean

;

other people's money, as often as possible. A loan if it finds it the whole process now appears to be a 
once madtJ^apoears in the bank hooks to the credit costly one, as far as the Bank is concerned. For- 
cf the individual to whom it is granted, as if he tunately, however, the contingency did not arise.

i'

*- *

had actually deposited it there. It forms part of Gold payments had already been suspended, and this 
their liabilities, so that banks always owe more than difficulty, which would have made the whole scheme

impossible, removed. Additional demands for eur-

that they understand what enabled the nations to 
carry'tm as they did.
It is not intended—it would be impossible—to cover they possess, 

the whole of the methods adopted, or "even to out- l’iifortunately, there is a limit to the extent to rençy were met by the printing press. Untold mil-
Some customers will lions of bunk notes and “ Bradburvs” could be turn

ed out at will, à paper currency was in circulation
line the question of finance as a whole, in these arti- which this can be carried on.
cl es. In its wide ramifications, its divisions and sub- in-it upon cal I in m Ur a tuai money. Some cash

l Mis.l be retained in order to meet these demands, and could be increased with little difficulty.
X

‘War in ^divisions, finance is as difficult to understand as are, 
the most complicated technical processes in industry. Ti e bank, therefore, must always keep within a 
All that can be done here is to give in broad outline uiven proportion of liabilities t<> cash reserves, and

e. The The currrenev of this country became expanded, 
or inflated as it is commonly termed, and with this 
came a further rise in prices ; for naper, unlike gold, 
is of no use apart from its function as a medium of 

l.et n-i now revert to the cheques drawn by the circulation. There followed, of course, a rise in the 
Government upon the Bank of England, poste 1 to cost of living. The purchasing power of money 
contractors, who. in turn, deposit them with their wages fell, and the working class, at least the organ

ized section, were compelled to take steps to increase 
The individual contractor (or firm) receiving a the amount of this «age. This increase in wages 

cheque for £10.000 “pays” this into Barclays, shall could never keep pace with the advance in prices be- 
We sav. the hank with v.hieh he deals Barclays cause the process above outlined was going on all the 
credit him v ith having done so, and sends the cheque time, 
on to the Bank of England, who now place the 
£10.000 to the credit of Barela vs Bank.

into the 
rly with 
a’a “The 
he order 
nade the

0 # the main features of the process by which bank cred- experience has long since taught it what that proper 
its and purchasing power were created during the tien ran safely be.>

bBwar.
Fortunately, the Government itself assists us in Igiving the explanation so that no one need suppose 

that we are drawing on our own imagination. The^ bankers, 
facts are contained in Government publications, and 
the following may be taken as a summary Assum
ing that the Government, in any given week, after 
having used the whole of its current revenue and 
loans, is in need of ap additional £10,000.000. Re
member, the war cost £8,000.000 per day, so that a 
deficit of ten millions in any one week is nothing to 
be surprised at ! But where is the money to -ome 
from ? The Government has ta> ed and loaned ; what 
other source is there ? There is the Rank ; the Bank 
of England, which can be asked for credit money.

Does the Bank then create money °

-

.01W. H. MAIN WARING.v
dety dur- 
in count
ing weak- 
much de
ject of 80 

iys. The 
conomists 
■ms to be 
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i kicking, 
îpty echo 
t it. Here 
issue.

W. Kob- 
rlie, N. J. 

L, F. Rey- 
lliama, S. 
ihnson, R. 
, W. Bow- 
R. C. Me- 
edfero, C. 
tnt, P. M. 
r, C. Stew- 
Green, W.

—“The Plebs.”
— :0:-

Now the effects thus far. jyo : First, the Govern
ment credit is exhausted because it has been distrib
uted by cheques amongst its t arious creditors. Sec
ondly. these Government creditors upon receipt of

NANAIMO RIDING 1

!
(Socialist Candidate—W. A. Pritchard)
HE area covered by this constituency is not 
easy to measure, and the difficulties met with 
in this campaign by the Socialist candidateTtheir cheques pass them into their own hank and 

If so, why thereby increase their deposits, and. judged from the 
point of view of a"cmmts. are richer to that extent. 
Thirdly, the varions banks amongst whom the 
chorines were deposited in turn send them back to

I adoes it not go on with the process and make us a na
tion of millionaires? Up to a point it does make may he stated in terms indicating bad roads and 

long distances. The riding
a

runs from Xanaim^ to 
^ ietoria, B. and some of the in-between places 
and scattered Islands ara hard to reach.

money, of a kind. I.et us explain. You, fellow- 
workman. provided you are not unemployed and that the Bank o<" England and increase their deposits, 
yon have been careful with your wages, can lend a They. too. are credited with these amounts, as if they♦ were gold. Here comes the important point. Nanaimo, I<ad\ smith, South Wellington and

Tin- outii 1-anks regard their deposits with the ^Rtoria have had meetings addressed by Comrades
tial institution as being what they pretend to be, 0 ('ononr and Welis. and Comrade Harrington’s

speech, made in Victoria, appears in another col
umn. Com. Earp spoke in Victoria last Sunday. 

Answering an insistent demand from this office

“Bradbury” to one man, but you cannot lend, the 
same "“Bradbury” (at the same time) to two men.
That, indeed, would be a miracle. But it is just this 
kind of miracle which forms part of the everyday namely, gold. They act upon this assumption. Their 
activity of a hank. It can lend the same sum of bu ins» as bankets, as already explained, is to lend 
money to .five, possibly ten, men.

How? Why? Well, it knows from long "exper
ience and practice tbgt these men will not all come 
together for the money-. The sums loaned would In
drawn upon over a long period, and what is still

important the money may not leave the Bank by themselves, and they in turn are subject to the

U

Z v
1

other p. i ph s money, afnd to lend it as often as pos
sible. But, so far, this money, and we assume all ot 
it tc have pass- d into the hands of these bankers, has 
lin! I .Veil lent at all. It simply lies to their credit at 
the Bank of England to ht paid out it called upon

ythat lie write something of the progress of the 
paign whether he has time or not, W. A. P. replies;

"Take this: Meetings night after night, almost all of 
wh.ch run up to 10 30 p.m. and even 11 p.m., of exposition, 
discussions, etc., with an astonished multitude listening 
in rapt attention. This last week end : Got into Naniamo 
1 a m. (Sunday) ; went to Granby 11 a m.—dinner Chase
River 1 p.m.,—meeting (good 'un) Extension at 130__
another meeting (also good -un) at Chase River 3.30 pjn. 
Committee meeting 6.30—propaganda 7.30 at Nanaimo, end
ing at 1(1.45, followed by committee meeting, ending bed 
midnight. Voice, though holding out good has descend
ed a piano-and-a-haif below normalcy.

cam-

j

more
at all. If the Bank lends money to one customer who rails of the contractors who paid them in
owes an equal amount to another customer of the 
Bank and with this ere,lit squares the account no- on their own again. This we shall assume to be 
thing need leave the Bank. All the Bank does in dene four times. That is. they grant or create cred- 
these transactions is to agree to cash, if necessary, it. incur liabilities of"four times the amount origin- 
all cheques drawn upon it by those who have money illy event i by the Bank o! Entrland. which means 
at the banks or by those to whom the bankers have t! at during the whole process fifty millions of credit 
given permission to draw. In practice very few are has been created. This is the process repeated over 
cashed. What is drawn out in the name of on- in- and over again, credits mounting ever higher and

These banks can now lend or invest this money

shim, 50c ; 
sey, $1.25 ; 
[. Sanford, 
I. J. Mac-

Did not expect ap
preciative reception met with at Duncans. Alleged to be 
home cf the bravi and conservatism. Was told meeting 

would be boycotted. Smalt town, but meeting of over $00
and talked till 30.30 and had to tell them to go home. That 
characterizes all points tuched. The people want an ex
planation of the circumstances they find themselves in, 
ani I'm doing my best by introducing them to 
cepts and method of observation.

Wind-pipes made of caoutchouc would be very useful 
for speakers these days. An ordinary throat isn't tough 
enough to meet all demands."

dividual is immediately received back in the name of hi<rher. Let us consider the efft ‘ts. 
another. The money that nuis out just as rapidly

from 11th
When^ie Government found itself compelled to 

go to the Bank for loans it gave nothing in return
5. /. ; our con-runs in again.

So the Government approaches the Bank author- for the money. The Government is not a producer 
ities and states its requirements— a ten-million cred- whose goods can ultimately cancel this debt. For 
it loan. The Bank agrees. T he Government asks the Government this is possible only by putting its 
the Bank to pay on its behalf £10.000,000. Outside, hands in the | oc'-ets of ‘b community. The credit

ID
Harke, $1 ; 
Lake, $7; I) #> ■5-tiIn the south end meetings have been held in 

of Government contractors are awaiting rv eived had no material oasis. It was simply the Esquimau, Saanich, Sydney, Saaniehton, Keatings,
right to go into the market and make purchases, and Cedar Hill, Roy a1 Oak, Colwood, Marigold, Jordan 
use the name cf the Bank to pay for them. In ef- River and Oak Bay, besides the theatre meetings in 
feet, it was an addition to ilie purchasing power of k ietoria. Efforts, so far, to get any opposition 
the community without increasing the goods nro- speaker or candidate to meet Comrade Pritchard

have failed.

an army
payment for goods and services rendered. Cheques 
drawn upon the Bank of England for the amounts 
due are sent to each and they, in turn, send them to 
their own individual hankers who credit them with

>m 11th to
6.

the amounts of the cheques. It now depends upon drieed. 
these banks whether anything other than paper will) With this manufactured purchasing power the 
leave the Bank of England. The central institution Government enters the market. Its appearance in

1 'urnrade J. Stevenson spoke to an interested aud
ience at the" cement works at Bamberton on 17th

is mainly a bank for hankers, and just as individ- the ma> ki t as a buyer is marked bv other effects. November.
uals imagine their own deposits to be safe in the Prices begin to rise. Other causes would already "bfith at Salt Spring Island, and if possible 
vaults of their respective hanks, and that they will have commenced the process, but we are here deal- be held at Sooke.

A meeting is being arranged for the
[>A willone

On December 4th Comrade
certainly be paid ont upon application, so do individ- in<r with the effect of Government purchases with Pritchard will speak at Esq aimait Possibly other 
nal banks regard their deposits in the Bank of Eng- manufactured money.

.
v -

meetings will be arranged and addressed by members 
The rise in prices brings us ha k aga;n to the Bank of Local (Victoria) No. 2. Here follows a report

from Victoria ‘Times”:
Ü'CÿC land. Everybody and every hank assume their de

posits to he there and trust, that they will be paid of England. Not only is it the central banking in- 
upon demand ; and yet all of them know how utterly stitution but it is the institution from which de»-

;
Y i (Continued on page 8)
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;ect, but in reality he was only giving us a spiritual 

interpretation to the economic fact that, the Chinese 
in the mines, having higher tastes than the Kaffir, 
took twice the expense to feed, and at the end of 
their contract there was the expense of repatriation. 
Therefor the Jime had come for the removal of such 
a moral eessjiool, entailing such expense to the mine 
owners, and causing such offeuce to the puritan feel- 
intrs of our brethern in God.

All supporters of the Chinese question in Africa 
were .frank in admitting its economic necessity.

Mr. Skinner, manager of the Durham Roodepoort 
mine, spoke of the more suitable Chinese from South
ern and Northern China as being of the better class 
of coolies because “they are docile, law abiding, and 
industrious and will carry out whatever contract 
they entered into and perform the tasks assigned 
to them."’ (11th Feb. 1903). It must not he thought 
that all the Chinamen returned to China. 10,000 out 
of the 60.000 were left on the Rand a few feet under 
the ground. Neither graves or names will ever be 
known.

The most remarkable thing happened with the 
disappearance of the Chinese ; 1-"10,000 natives were 
soon procured by the very people who asserted that 
South Africa could not supply them. The reason is 
not far to seek. In 1903 the Katfir would not work 
for 9 dollars a week, hut was now willing to work 
for -i dollars.

The Kaffir was being paid twice what the Chin
ese laborers received, and refused to accept a reduc
tion in wages, which was one of the first moves af
ter the war.

the press and bribed the British Government by get
ting up a huge corruption fund.

Petitions v. ere sent out appealing for help from 
the British Government, signed at the rate of one 
shilling per signature. One could sign as often as 
he pleased. Here we had a war because the British
er wjuld not get the vote, which meant changing his 
allegiance from the Britisli Crown, something not 
only unknown but also absurd, as all countries en
deavour to keep their moving population under the 
home flag. The sheer force of numbers defeated the 
Boers, and he it noted Botha was chosen by the mine 
magnates to he the first Premier, and DeWett, who 
opposed him most bitterly more than once, hinted at 
his alleged treachery in betraying the Boers into the 
mine owners’ hands.

Jos. Chamberlain and Milner waxed emotionally 
over the wickedness of the Boers towards our blaek 
brothers hut. strange to say. one of the firs, enact
ments of the Miluer regime was to double the native, 
hut tax.

r- ■ Lesson 24—South Africa and the Boer War. n
0

,^aSBY PETER T. LE OKIE
m

O understand the South African history, let 
us hark hack some considerable distance in 
the history of capitalist development. Such a 

review will show the prophetic clearness of Karl 
Marx’s masterly generalisation that, the means by 
which people make their living, decides how they 

- must think and act in all their relations of life. The 
discovery of South Africa arose out of the struggle 
for economic supremacy among Portugecse, Dutch, 
French and English from the 15th and 16th centur
ies. We recall that the cause which led to the ex
pedition of Columbus, led to the expedition around 
the Cape of Good Hope in the endeavour to find a 
sea route to India after the land route was blocked 
through the capture of Constantinople by the Turks 
in 1453.

T m1 AI*!
r

> *
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i The discovery of such a route led to the establish-
As for the mine owners, they reduced their payment of the American Republic and also the Union 

of South Africa. The country was first discovered ^r,‘m *° ** 'lollars a moii.h. 1 lie policy of the ( ape
has been to break up the tribal system, so we are

-

by the Dutch in 1486. The Boers (who were Dutch 
peasants) made a settlement at the Cape in 1652, 
and it was placed by Holland a few years later in 
the charge of the Dntc-h East Indian Co., for the

told, ‘‘to bring out the individuality of the Kaffir.
The Glen Grey Act was passed as it was deemed 

best to use means to persuade the natives to learn to 
work.

:

purpose of administration, pretty much in the same 
way as Rhodesia was placed in the hands of the 
British South African Co. The Dutch East Indian 
Co. made a settlement at Cape Town merely for the the proceeds of which are devoted to industrial

schools ro train the natives to work.

All the young idle males under the Act are to 
pay a labor tax of 3 0 shillings her head per annum.

■

»
L purpose of a port of call, whither ships passing on 

the way to India might call for supply of vegetables 
and fresh meat. The Hottentots who were, and still 
are the predominant native tribe of the Cape of tbp scarcity is apparent, and abundance of this 
Good Hope province, showed a natural disinclina- prime commodity (labor) ought to be provided at all 
tion to be robbed of their land and their cattle, and hazards .... with the enforcing of the Squat- 

between them and the Dutch occurred ,Pr’s t*w Xo- 21 <>f 1895 and the breaking up of
locations to increase the amount of labor available.”

One writer, defending the introduction of Chin
ese labor after the Boer War says: “On all hands

b -

l
i-' It came about because ol the money saved dur

ing the war. The natives were doing âll kinds of 
work on both sides for high wages. There being no 
maj>s of the country to guide the armies, directions 
were obtained from the natives, They also had 
still enjoyed almost unrestricted freedom in their 
commercial reserves. He bought cattle .which was 
his only means ot exchange in the commune, and 
with them bought wives who did all the labor, in 
mrrienltnre, so that the character and customs of the 
tribal system render work, under the circumstances, 
unnecessary, and undesirable from his point of view. 
They lived a happy life tending cattle and growing 
corn. The cessation of the tribal wars gave Christ
ian missionaries an opportunity of visiting the re-

£
.1jh many wars

on that account. As a result, the Dutch East Indian
fw

I* In 1903 Milner appointed a commission to en
quire into the adequacy or sources of labor for the 

The Commission reported 129,000 laborers 
were necessary and Central and South Africa could

<-! Co. encouraged settlers to come to the Cape so that 
they might breed cattle independently of the natives. 
These settlers received military protection againstt Ü mines.

-

l
the natives on condition that they supplied the com
pany’s ships with provisions at rates laid down by not Mipply them. On the 8th February. 1904 an or

dinance was carried in the Transvaal legislativeV the company.
The settlers continued to increase in numbers 

and began to chafe under the artificial restriction of from outride of Africa south of 12 degrees north of
the equator. It met with great opposition in Africa •

council for the introduction of indentured labor

* prices imposed by the company. Trouble also grew 
with the natives as the settlers spread over the 
cdnntry, which fact, together with dissention among 
jthe colonists themselves, brought about the easy <at a shilling a time of course) of over half the 
conquest of the country by the British. population. That a great number of signa-

The Dutch had an easy living as the Hottentots l'i-es were forged goes without saying. The first
shipment of Chinese was from Hong Kong, reaching

3 and Britain, and the mine owners came forward
m
to with a petition for Chinese labor, bearing signatures

> to;serves for the purpose of evanglizing them, incul
cating obedience to authority and expounding the 
doctrine of the blessedness of labor, not for self hut 
for others.

•:

*
M ,

This is a very necessary teaching of 
capitalism. The best exponents are Christian mis-

■i
were their slaves.

The British took over permanently all the Dutch 
interests of the Cape in 1806. partly by conquest 
and, latterly, parti}- by purchase.

The Boers were forced out of the Cape in 1836 
hut they were not destined to enjoy possession of

Durham 20th June 1904. Ultimately 60,000 Chin
ese were employed on the Rand. The'experiment sionaries- Along with the missionary came the trad

er, the bible, and brandy bottle, followed by the bay-

:f
-

was successful in so far as obtaining cheaper labor 
and subsequently cheapened Kaffir labor, but other nneU these being the indispensable adjuncts of cap

italist civilization.assertions e.g., the employment of more white labor 
were completely falsified. White labor found less8! Some of these servants of the most high taught 

discontent. That seems another contradiction, see
ing Christianity and capitalism preach contentment. 

That was be- However, the poor native was taught and mkde dis-

their new promised land.
The gold mines brought unscrupulous adventor- instead of more labor. 1 he proportion of \\ bites to

eolored of all races was 10 to 59, in May 1904, and 
in 1906 was 10 white to 84 eolored.

►

era into the gold fields who foisted worthless scrip A) :on & gullible public. Of gold there was plenty, bnt 
one writer says, “It is safe to say that legitimate cause the Chinese proved adept pupils at skilled contended with his happy healthy life so that he 
gold mining never made the colossal fortunes of "work, although clauses stated “only unskilled work might elevate his tastes to yearn for higher thing's,

such as the products of capitalist production. Shoddy

m _ ; :
' ■to he done. . . cannot do any skilled work.South African millionaires.

The gold mine owners, before a Boer Commis- Therefore no competition with the white man.
■

togoods were imported and sold to the Kaffir at a
»i non in 1897, demanded cheaper labor by- increas- We are told uunair.eable vice was rampant in the princely profit, bnt the raw native, not possessing 

ing the Native Hnt tax, but Kroger refÊjÉÊby pass- Chinese compound in addition to gambling, opium much ready money (as his wealth consists of land, 
ing a law to confiscate the mines.aSï-jP-k them if eating, murder and robbery. The parsons and Holy herds and crops) our Christian friends therefor, as 
the mine owners refused to do W- ^ 8S6ger was not Willies ignored these vices although they were well an additional stimulus

known until the mine owners discovered that the trions, get their paternal "government to cap a heavy
hut tax on the native, well knowning in order to be

M

%to make the Kaffir indus-
%
-animated by any humanitarism in.rbfusing the mine 

owners’ demands to exploit the natives ; he wanted Chinese were not so profitable as expected.
£-i
tf -
■O-

I
Then they began to howl out against the moral able t0 Pa-V it he would be forced to leave his re

serve and work in the mines for hard cash.
the Boer farmer to keep control of the cheap native

4 labor on their farms. There being a possibility of cesspool of the Rand. Thus the spectacle of the 
Britishers outnumbering the Boers, Kroger gave Archbishop of Canterbury, the Right Rev, Father in

y.: -a■*4 . 4 fIn this way the Natal Government goaded the 
them a restricted franchise in order to prevent this God, speaking of Chinese labor as a regretable neo- Znlns into revolt in 1906, bnt what chance had the 
political danger. The mine owners, not being able easily. The "word regrettable might he thought to Zulu with hia heathen weapons against a Christian 
to bribe Kroger to their way of thinking, prostituted have some reference to the moral aspect of the sub- Maxim gnn?
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y when elections licit! the publie attention, the utter-system of recruiting labor > Act provided that an assemblage of more than six* Thçre sprung up a
for the mines which for sheer infamy is hard to beat, persons in publie was illegal and could be violently ances of government or Liberal candidates were of 
Native Chiefs were bribed or intimidated in col- dispersed. Botha acted as the too} of his former little importance to the working class The speaker’s 
lnsion with the governments. Natal, Cape and Port- enemies in using the troop ; and killing 22, while 250 
ugeese territory permitted labor recruiting agents to were wounded, including men, women and children, 
seduce and terrify the natives to sign away their The Commission, of course, blamed the strikers.

Yet peaceful meetings of the mine workers were

experience and observation showed him, as a work

er selling labor-power for the benefit of a master, 
whether in the (.rows Nest Pass, in Vancouver Is
land coal mines, in the railroad camps of the G. T. P-,

his back, or in any of the 
cities of Great Britain or elsewhere, that his condi
tion under capitalism as a wage worker always pre
sented the same problems. The politicians of Can
ada, "by the increase or adjustment of tariffs—ac
cording to their viewpoint—looked towards the time 
when Canada would be industrially developed and 
advanced.

A picture of Great Britain was drawn by the 
speaker, showing the conditions of poverty and star
vation of the working class under developed capit
alism. Such catch cries as Oriental exclusion had no 
bearing in that country, and it had no bearing on 
the working eiass problem here. Capitalism had 
reached a stage now where its markets could not ab
sorb its products. In line with that development 
was an enormous supply of the commodity labor 
power and the employing class could not buy it 
They had no use for it at the present time. Inter
national conferences of nations, including the dis- 
a? aments conference now siting at Washington were 
all products of tie1 antagonisms arising out of the 
conditions of wealth production and distribution 
now existing. The workers’ reward, here in Van
couver, for their activities as wage workers in past 
years, wotdd be received in the bull pens of Hast
ings Park , the “home" of the unemployed float
ing population. The speeches, promises and differ
ences, more apparent than real, of the capitalist pol
iticians could not alter facts. They were faced with 
a situation now which was involving the attention 
of the working class, and the worse it became the 
more attention they would be compelled to give to it.

Mayor Gale spoke for half an hour or more, his 
speech being devo'ed mainly to the common elec
tioneering trivialities that form the stock-in-trade 
of Liberal and Conservative speech-makers.

Many questions were asked and Comrade O’Con
nor was in particularly good form all the time.

'f
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§ freedom for 5 dollars a month. Natives were arrest
ed on tramped up charges and forced to work on broken up by mounted police armed with pick hand-
the roads as convicts. An elaborate system of manu- les. The stride committee were surrounded and packing his home onm.W- ■ Â.
factoring convicts and handing them over to em- jailed.
ployers of labor for their keep developed. Strikes During the railway strike later on in 1913, 75 
among natives don’t often occur, but they are soon 000 armed men were sent to the industrial centres, 
settled when they so occur. According to the law martial law declared, citizens driven like sheep to 
of that Christian country any native servant who jail, invalid miners hv scores dragged from their 
disobeys his master is a criminal, and his master can homes, sometimes from their beds, and marched 
inflict punishment or call in the police if he is not miles over the veldt ami herded in filthy lock-ups 
strong enough to do it himself. . without sufficient blankets or other conveniences.

The white worker in Kruger's time had some pro- Prominent labor men were jailed without trial, nine 
tection, working a maximum of 8 hours a day, hav- of them deported to England. General Smuts, who 
ing 8 dollars a day. The whites engineered the war has been lauded and fc'id by capitalist hirelings 
and fought for their masters against Kruger and got during and since the war. told the troops in the Jan- 
what they never looked for. a reduction in wages, uary strike of 1913-“ Don r hesitate to shoot.” 
which caused the strike of 1907, when the surface 
workers, scabbed on the miners.

In most of the provinces the black man is not 
entitled to sit on any council for he is not, in fact, 
a citizen. His average wage is 36 cents a day. vet Nations
he must pay in the Transvaal 10 dollars a year, 5 The result of the Great War has further extend- 
dollars in the Orange Free State and 31--; dollars in ed the Allies’ territory in Africa. The German col- 
Natal in direet taxes. In the Orange Free State onies have been divided up as pari of the swag. To 
every man and woman and in Natal every man is destroy German trade the British Government de- 
eompelled to carri a pass, without which he can creed that 90 per cent of the exports of palm kernel 
neither leave his home or his farm upon which he is nuts must he shipped to Britain from West Africa, 
engaged. A native travelling in search of work Before the war tile hulk of this went to Germany, 
must obtain a special travelling pass : when he ar- who had the most up-to-date pressing machines. The 
rives at his destination, he must if he desires to stay oil ex;>r- ssed was sent t > Holland and converted into 
there, and search for work, obtain a special pass margarine. Britain bought 1.400.000 tons of mar- 
good for 6 days ; if he has not obtained employment gnrine from Holland in 1913.
at the expiration of his pass he is liable to two weeks' During the war a deputation went to the British

Government representing the Britisli Chamber of 
Commerce, and asked for the appointment of a com
mittee to enquire and report on the best methods 

sidized by government grants to establish labor of securing this German trade of West Africa, The 
colonies for the poor whites in the various parts of committee was appointed, consisting of Sir George 
the country. One colony in Kakamas has 5,000 of Watson .margarine manufacturer} : Sir William 
a population; they are a source of revenue to the • Lever, (soap manufacturer) ; Sir Owen Phillips. 
Dutch h'eform Church and much jealously arose (chairman of the Shipping Syndicate which lias a 
amongst the other Christian sects because of this monopoly of West African trade) and! others, 
monopoly of one sect. onl\ members of that church 
being allowed into the colony.

When the Rand strike of 1904 broke out hun
dreds of the Dutch were only too glad to scab for 
1 dollar a day. They help;<1 to break the strike and 
the mine magnates were quick to see the value of 
this cheap labor.

Industrial schools were established to train
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Therefore, workers, having nothing to hope for 
hut much to fear from General Smuts don't be car
ried away with his humanitarian expressions and 
hope which he holds out to you in the League of
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, iThey recommended exports of the palm kernel to 

Britain free, elsewhere an export tax of $10 a ton. 
This is an example of who runs the government.

The poor niggers, therefore, will get 5 to 7 dol
lars a ton less than formerly, as a result of the 
Allies winning the war, and the British Margarine 
manufacturers have jumped the price of margarine 
t id soap, won a signal victory in obtaining a mon
opoly of the palm kernels of West Africa. As a re
sult we have the Allied countries retaliating each

«

DEVELOP AN INTELLECTUAL 

BASIS

f €
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3

STUDIES IN EVOLUTION, SCIENCE AND 
REVOLUTION i*nyoung Dutchmen as miners at from one to two dol

lars a day. Hundreds found employment in the
mines in that manner, hut the supply outran the de- other with increased tariffs, 
mand and the Government supplemented its phil
antropie work by finding employment on the State 
railways at 85 cents a day.

The above is a summarised history of affairs in Mackenzie King in the election campaign in Canada. 
South Africa at the time of the Union.

The policy of capitalism, acting through the four 
governments, Natal, Transvaal, Orange and Cape of 
Good Hope, was to reduce wages and increase hours 
of labour.

Conducted by Dr. W. J. CURRY 
Every Wednesday at 8 pun., except the First 

Wednesday in every month 
148 CORDOVA STREET WEST

1
!

The question of the moment with the ruling class
es is tariffs.

?
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Just listen t'> their megaphones—Meighen and

Subjects :
December 14th.—“The Solar System and how 

it Was Made.”
Other subjects anoimced in the “Clarion” ancF*^ - 

“Federationist.”
Questions and Discussion 

The greatest and latest authorities, 
most interesting and important subjects. 

Illustrated with Boloptiean Reflectorscope
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1 siNext, Ireland, and then a summary ef the whole to 
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IN VANCOUVER CENTRE.

* • The means by which that policy was carried out 
bv forcing the natives off their reserves, train 

them to thrift and industry and competition with 
the whites. La us were passed to strengthen the Vancouver Centre, had a joint meeting with Mayor 
Bosses The Industrial Dispute Act provided for Gale. Liberal, last Monday ;>t the Dominion Hall, 
the establishment "of a defence force under which

The
Socialist Candidate, T. O’Connor

Comrade T. O Connor. S. P. of C. candidate for
was V

. 1

Proceeds for ‘ Federationist” Defense Fund !The hall holds nine hundred or a thousand people, 
and its seating capacity "was taxed to the limit.boys between 14 and 21 were trained.

The Imperial troops were kept there after the 
war, the excuse being until South Africa licked her Comrade O’Connor outlined the industrial and pol- 
own citizen army into shape, their presence was im- itical history of Canada, laying particular stress on

the process of wealth production by one class and 
Who the attacking party^yonld be was never appropriation and accumulation by the other. The 

named but substitute bosses for Union and the posi- position of the Socialist towards Liberal and Gov- 
Two thousand soldiers were eminent candidates was based on a class viewpoint.

1
Speaking for an hour before Mayor Gale arrived, 1:| Li--7]

:

peiative for the safety of the Union.
rTV ’i ;

~ Htion becomes clear.
rushed to the mines with maxim guns during the The particular group of capitalists in political pow

er had an advantage over the group who were out, 
The Bosses resuscitated an act of Kruger of and that comprised the differences existing between 

1894. aimed against the mine owners themselvee^he groups and parties of t\e capitalist class. The 
when trying to get the votes for the whites. This Socialist was opposed to both. At the present time,

led the 
îad the 
iriatian

t
f^- sti-ike of 1913.
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B C. FEDERATIONIST” DEFENCE FUND

The ease of the B. C. Federationist and of 
A. S. Wells its manager has been committed to 
the Assize Court for trial. Moneya are urgent
ly required for defence. Donations will be ac
knowledged in the “Fed” if sent to:

A. S. Wells,
342 Pender St West,

Vancouver, B. C.
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NANAIMO RIDING

Literature Price.List-3 (Continued from page 5)
XV. A. Pritchard. Socialist candidate for the Naniamo 

division, addressed a lull house last night at the Columbia 
Theatre, J. Stevenson in the chair.

Reviews World Conditions.
Continuing his review of world conditions and the dis 

armament conference, Mr Pritchard quoted extensively 
from a series of articles by prominent British, Canadian 
and American representatives in a recent popular mag
azine, and also from other publications, explaining that he 
hau discovered that it was quite possible for one person 
safely to make utterances that another might get in jail 
for.

Communism
and

Christianism

Cloth Bound Per Copy 
_____ $2.15

$2.15

- Positive Outcome "of Philosophy (Dietz gen.
Woman I'nder Socialism (Rebel) ___________
End of the World (McCabe) ______________
Conditions of the Working Class In England In 1844

(Engels) ___ ______________________________
A. B. C. of Evolution (McCabeJ _____________
Economic Determinism (Parce) ______ ____
Social sm and Modern Science (Ferri) ______
Physical Basis of Mind and Morals (Fitch) 
Landmarks of Scientific Socialism (Engels)

t
4

_________ $1.75
--------------$1.16
___ »____ $1.75

Analyzed and contrasted- from the Marxian and 
Darwinian points of view. By Bishop William Mont
gomery Brown. D.D. Its bold recommendations : 
Banish the Gods from the Skies and Capitalists from 
the Earth and make the "World safe for Industrial 
Communism.

Seventy-fifth thousand now ready. Pp. 224. 
Cloth edition, De Luxe, $1.00. This whole edition of 
2,000 copies is a Christmas gift to the sufferers by 
famine in Russia. Every copy sold means a whole 
dollar to them and much education to the buyer.

New paper edition, 25,000 copies, artistic design,

THE BRADFORD-BROWN EDUCATIONAL CO., Inc. 
Publishers, 102 South Union Street, Gallon, Ohio.

Or* from

SOCIALIST PARTY OF CANADA
401 Pender Street E., Vancouver, B. C.

rery beautiful, one copy 25 cents, six, $1.00.

“It will do a wonderful work in this the 
crisis in all history.”—Truth.

-

$1.75 
$1.75 
$1.75

Industrial History of England (H. DeGlbbtne)_______$1.75
The Student's Marx (Aveling) ___________
E^lutlon of the Idea of God (Grant Allen

He remarked that William Allan White, speaking from 
his experience as American reporter at th ^Versailles Con
ference, prefaced his discussion of the Washington meet
ing by the pertinent query. 'Will they fool us twice?” 
“We in America are all right,* says Mr. White. “Wp want 
no more teritory: we only want peace and reconstruction; 
but Europe will send men with axes to grind : we have no 
axes to grind.”

Comparing this with the almost identical protestations 
of the other nationals. Mr. Pritchard po’nted out that 
each was endeavoring to overcome or over reach the other, 
and that the necessity for at least partial disarmament 
was - because the military and naval forces intended as a 
club to protect commercial f^r-rests, had pow grown like a 
Frankenstein monster to such enormous proportions that 
it threatened to absorb all the surplus value which it was 
supposed to protect. Hence the cry for the cheapening of 
the cost of power. In the above quoted article Mr. White 
was confident, he declared, that while preachers’ and re
formers clamor for the da* n of a better day to result from 
the Washington Conference, there will be intrigues and 
plans which the public will know nothing about, just as 
at Versailles, where, for instance. President Wilson was 
inJuced by a clever “arrangement” to surrender any claim 
to that very island of Yai that there was now so much 
tro-ible about. “The shan of Paris hypnotized the world,” 
Mr. William Allan White said, according to the speaker.

Well-known British Publicist.
Mr. Pritchard went da to quote A. G. Gardner, the well- 

kn^wn author of ‘Prophets, Priests and Kings,” late editor 
of the London “Daiij\Nexvs,'' as a British contributor to 
the discussion: Am« rka and England should take the lead 
in disarmament: the seas were the property of all nations 
and should be open to all : the freedom of the seas was 
challenged by America and England. it is up to them to 
make the great renunclaticn. He objected to the unvar
nished statement of Mr Churchill's that superiority in 
armed force was an esential preliminary tc England at
tending a disarmament conference, and preuicted that 
“there are lean times ahead for the flag-wagging deimt-

-----------«lu

_______ $1.16
_______ $1.16
.......... $116

li ■ Darwinism and Race Progress (Haycraft) .
Evolution of Property ‘ (Lafargue) __________
Critique of Political Economy (Marx) ______
Revolution and Counter Revolution (Marx)
Philosophical Essays (Dietzgen) __________
History of Par’s Commune (Lissagaray) _________ ___ $1.60
Ancient Society (L. H. Morgan)_____________
Introduction to Sociology (Arthur M. Lewis)
Capitalist Production (First Nine and 32nd Chapters

"Capital," vol. 1, (Marx) ____________
Savage Survivals (Moore) ___________________
Vital Problems in Social Evolution (Lewis)
Science and Revolution (Unterman) ______
The Militant Proletariat (Lewis) __________
Evolution, Social and Organic (Lewis) _____
The Social Revolution (Kautsky) __________
/"lass Struggle (Kautsky) __________________
Puritanism (Meily) ___________________________
The XVorlds Revolutions (Unterman)_____
Ethics and History (Kautsky)_______________,
Life and Death (Dr. E. Teichmann) ______
Law of Biogenesis (Moore) _________________
Social Studies (L&fargue) ____________________
Germs of Mind In Plants (R, H. France) ___

Paper Covers

- 9
............ $1.75

------------ $1.16
----------- :$1.75 'oi

......... $2.15
_____$1.75

.........._$L0O
$100
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1.90
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PLATFORM iw ']Per Copy
Two Essays on History (C. Stephenson and G. Deville) 5c 
Communlst Manifesto ....
Waee-l^tbor and Capital

10c
________ 10o

The Present Economic System (Prof. W. A. Bonger)__10c
Socialism. Utopian and ScientificSocialist Party of 

Canada
ii

15c-A
Slave of the Farm ___ :__
Manifesto, S. P. of C. .

----- .10c
------ 10c

Evolution of Man (Prof. Bolsche)___________________
Causes of Belief In God (Lafgrgue) ___________ _____
The Structure of Soviet Russia (Humphries_______
Shop Talks on Economics (Marcy)__
Xralue, Price and Profit (Marx) _____
Economic Caused of War (Leckle) ___

20c
10c

’Ws, tfce SocMJIet Party of Canada affirm our elle*-
progrmmme

20c ilaaca to, and «import of the principle» and 
e# She revolutionary working elaaa 

Le*er, applied to natural 
wealth.

______ 16c
______16c

"j
'1

! rwource*. produce* all 
The present economic system I* based 

capitalist ownership of ths means of production, oonee 
qeeeâiy, all ths products of labor belong to the capital-
let siaés

■A___ 26c
The Protection of Labor In Soviet Russia (Kaplun)____15c

p i 1

igogue,” as Llyd George is commencing to foresee. Mr. • Civil War in France (Marx) 
Gardiner said in EnUand they were living on their iat, 
and it's getting migKty near ,i.c Imne ; 2,060,000 unemploy
ed, and there were two missionaries continuously touring 
the land- unemployment preaching to the poor and the tax 
gatherer preaching to the rich.

_____$6cThe capitalist ta, therefor», ma.» 1er, the
Eighteeeth Brumaire (Marx) $Bcworker a slave.
Christianism and Communism (Bishop W. M. Brown)_26c
P«yi hology of

Be lone
o# the reine of government all the power» of the State 
will ha need to protect and defend its property rights In 

of wealth production and Ms centre* of the

the capital let class remains In possessionP
Marxian Socialism 50c

Quantity Rates on Paper Covered Pamphlets.
Two Essays on History .
Communist Manifesto .....

tbs
—25 copies 75c 
25 copies $2.00Tbs capital 1st system gives to the capitalist an svsr- 

■w sUIng Sraaa of profits, and to ths worker, an sver- 
taersastng

“And so,” ‘■said Mr. Pritchard, “we find the problems 
which in 1314 were demanding solution which the Great 
War postponed, stil confronting us. still unsolved and still 
growing more acute and insistent; like Banquo’s ghost, 
they will not down, “if navies are scrapped, armies re
duced, arsenals slowed down, powder factories, ammuni
tion and chemical works closer, all in the interest of 
“Peace”—what then?

“Still more unemployment, in a world where already the 

workers cannot purchase what they have produced, and 
yet where trade as at present conducted must inevitably 
lead to war— and the vicious circle all Over agair&v

“There was never in historv so ludicrously sad a pa ra
ti ex,*' he argued. ai “The onl> solution,” in his opinion, “is 
to realize that there is plenty for all. The means of pro- 

• duction are already adequate and more than adequate; it 
is the distribution that is obsolete and unscientific. The 
whole question is cue of ownership of the wealth produced 
by labor.” ‘The issue in this election,” he declared, “is 
not between any candidate, but between your masters 
and yourselves *’

\ collection was taken up and several interesting ques
tions were answered by the candidate, who will speak at 
Tillicum to-n{ght and Marigold tomorrow. 

e One question, however, failed to get a satisfactory reply, 
and that was “Where is Mr. Bray, who challenged Mr. 
Pritchard to lend his platform to an opponent?”

As to Prospects : As no canvassing is being done 
and no vote catching tactics indulged in, it is idle 
to prophesy’. But we can testify to the certain inter
est shewn everywhere, and educational work is be
ing done that will show sooner orjater. Literature 
sales have been satisfactory and all the members of 
Victoria local along with others are working har
moniously together, 'bach doing his best to spread 
our propaganda.

Wage-Labor and Capital .................
Present Economic System ________
Socialism, Utopian and Scientific
Slave of the Farm .........
Manifesto of S. P. of C.
Evolution of Man ...... .
Causes of Belief in God
Value, Price and Profit .......
Economic Causes of War..........
Christianism and Communism

ups of misery and degradation.
Ths Interest of the working class lies In setting Itself 

free from capitalist exploKxtton by ths abolition of the 
wage system, under which this exploitation, at ths point 
of production. Is cloaked. To accomplish this n 
ales ths transformation of capitalist «property In the 
means of wealth production into socially controlled econ
omic forces.

Ths Irrepressible conflict of Interest betw 
Wallet and the worker necessarily exp 
struggle for political supremacy.
Strwgne.

Therefore we caU upon all workers to organise under 
the banner of the Socialist Party of Canada, with the 
object of contra «ring the poll tlcal po 
pose of setting up and enforcing the economic pro
gramme of the working clsas. as follows:

1—The transformation, as rapidly as possible, 
of capitalist property in the 
wealth production (natural resources, factor 
tories, mills, railroads, etc.) into collective 
means of production.

Î—The organ bastion and management of Industry 
by the working class

1—The estabttshment. as speedily as possible, of 
instead of production for

......... -25 copies $2.00
..............25 copies $1.60
....... —26 copies $2 25 *
...... ......25 copies $1.60
.........—26 copies $2.00
........—26 copies $3.76
----- -----25 fcoples $2 00
...... ........ 25 copies $3.26
----------- 10 copies $2.00
---------- 6 copies $1.00

Psychology of Marxian Socialism ....... 10 copies $3.50
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for the pur- AII Prices Include Postage.
Make all moneys payable to E. McLeod, 401 Feeder 

Street, East, Vancouver, B. C. Add discount on cheques 
All above literature can be obtained at the same prices 

post paid, from S. R. Davy, Box 1762, Winnipeg, Menof

E-' SUBSCRIPTION POEM.I! \
V

production fori J (This is as handy
Western Clarion, 401 Pender Steret East 

Vancouver, B. 0.

Official organ of the S. P. of C. Published twice 
a month.

Subscriptions: Canada, 20 issues, $1; Foreign :
16 issues $1.

£ way as any to send your subs. )a

Ü ECONOMIC CAUSES 
OF WAR

t
:

k

By PETER T. LECDE.I y
r ■ Enclosed find5 ROjr READY. 

Prêta** by the author.s
f* Send “Western Clarion’ ’toPAG

i
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THE PSYCHOLOGY OF MARXIAN SOCIALISM 
BOOK I.—By H. RAHIM 

50 cents per copy; $3.56 for 10.

ATen each.y X4"
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